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Extraction of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and their semantic relations from unstructured
text (e.g., Stack Overflow) is a fundamental work for software engineering tasks (e.g., API recommendation).
However, existing approaches are rule-based and sequence-labeling based. They must manually enumerate the
rules or label data for a wide range of sentence patterns, which involves a significant amount of labor overhead
and is exacerbated by morphological and common-word ambiguity. In contrast to matching or labeling API
entities and relations, this paper formulates heterogeneous API extraction and API relation extraction task as
a sequence-to-sequence generation task, and proposes AERJE, an API entity-relation joint extraction model
based on the large pre-trained language model. After training on a small number of ambiguous but correctly
labeled data, AERJE builds a multi-task architecture that extracts API entities and relations from unstructured
text using dynamic prompts. We systematically evaluate AERJE on a set of long and ambiguous sentences
from Stack Overflow. The experimental results show that AERJE achieves high accuracy and discrimination
ability in API entity-relation joint extraction, even with zero or few-shot fine-tuning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) are important software engineering artifacts that can
be frequently found in a wide range of natural language texts, from official API references and
tutorials to informal online forums. Meanwhile, API relations are also embedded in these texts.
For example, the text “To manipulate data you actually need executeUpdate() rather than execute-
Query()” in the Stack Overflow (SO) post 1 describes the Function-Replace relation [1] between
executeUpdate() and executeQuery(). This API relation reveals that we should replace executeQuery()
with executeUpdate() to solve the question in the post, i.e., “why cannot issue data manipulation
statements with executeQuery()”. API entity and relation extraction from unstructured texts is
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Table 1. Three types of ambiguities for API entities and relations.

PostID Sentence
#47871272 You need to override remove() in your iterator.
#14200489 This code is invalid since l.remove() is called during iteration over l.
#60017952 You may be calling iterator.remove more than once.
#34682267 By default, printWriter calls flush in println, whereas it doesn’t do this in print.
#703396 If the idea is to

::::
print integer stored as doubles...

#322715 linkedlist and arraylist are two different implementations of the list interface.
#33405095 nextline() will read the entire line, but next() will only read the next word.
#355089 StringBuffer is synchronized, StringBuilder is not.

Note: API mention is tagged with an underline; common word is tagged with a wavy line.

fundamental for efficiently accessing and applying API knowledge to various software engineering
tasks. Once extracted, these entities and relations can be organized into structured knowledge
(particularly in the form of knowledge graphs) to support a variety of software engineering tasks
such as API linking [2, 3], API recommendation [4, 5], and API comparison [6].

There are currently two main types of approaches for extracting API entities from unstructured
text. The first is a rule-based approach such as language-convention based regular expressions [7, 8],
island parsing [9, 10] and heuristic rule matching [1, 6, 11]. Because it is impossible to manually
enumerate the rules that adapt to all sentence patterns, it suffers from rule design overhead. The
second is a sequence labeling based approach such as CRF [2, 12] and Bi-LSTM-CRF [13]. Because
it is impossible to manually label entities for a large amount of sentences, it suffers from data
labeling overhead. Compared with API entity extraction, relation extraction from software text is
rather primitive, which relies on either API syntax (e.g., a class declares a method) [6], special-tag
annotated relations (e.g., “see also” keyword and hyperlink-based method) [14], or some ad-hoc
relation phrases (e.g., “differ in” and “be similar to”) [1]. Same as rule-based entity extraction, these
relation extraction methods suffer from rule-design overhead. We refer to rule design overhead
and data labeling overhead as labor overhead in this work.

This labor overhead is exacerbated by three types of ambiguities, which necessitate the manual
design of more rules or the labeling of more data to distinguish ambiguous sentences. Morphological
ambiguity, which includes abbreviations, synonyms, and misspellings, is one type of ambiguity [12].
It is common in informal discussions, because people rarely write full API names that exactly match
the API names in the library [15]. Three sentences in the first row of Table 1, for example, shows
three morphological variations of API java.util.iterator.remove(), that either omit some prefixes
and special symbols (e.g., package names, class names, and “()”), or are preceded by user-defined
variable names. The second type is common-word ambiguity between common words and API
mentions [12], which occurs because people frequently write API method names without proper
punctuation, parentheses, and uppercase letters. For example, as shown in the second row of Table 1,
even though the word print appears in two sentences, print in the first sentence refers to the API
java.io.printwriter.print(), whereas print in the second one is only a verb. The final type is expression
ambiguity of API semantic relations, which is caused by changes in sentence patterns. In general,
the same API relation can be expressed in multiple sentence patterns. For example, as shown in the
third raw of Table 1, three sentence patterns are used in the three sentences, all of which express
the Behavioral-Difference relation between API entities. They are “API1 and API2 are different”,
“API1 does one thing, but API2 does the other thing”, and “API1 is (adjective), API2 is not”.
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To alleviate the labor overhead, we devise a novel idea of extracting API entities and relations
using a large pre-trained language model (LLM). LLM stores a large amount of prior knowledge
and can serve as a neural knowledge base of real-world entities and relations [16]. In addition, LLM
can provide better model initialization [17] and strong learning capbility. By fine-tuning a LLM
with a small set of domain-specific training data, we can prompote the LLM to identify as many
API entities and relations as possible. In order to make LLM be more discriminative, the training
data should contain sufficient morphological and common-word ambiguity, and the API entities
and relations should be labeled correctly. To reduce manual labeling, we devise morphology and
verb-based data augmentation strategies to generate more ambiguous data but correctly labeled
sentences for the LLM fine-tuning.

Existing work [18] separates API entity extraction and relation extraction as two tasks, leaving
relation extraction heavily reliant on entity extraction results, which leads to error propagation [19].
Instead, we consider API entity extraction and relation extraction as correlated tasks and adopt
a unified model for joint entity and relation extraction, inspired by the recent work on universal
information extraction (UIE [20]). However, the LLM (i.e., T5 [21]) in UIE often fails with complex
sentences, particularly long and ambiguous sentences containing API entities and various relations,
because it only uses one static prompt to recognize all types of API relations. To tackle this issue, we
design a dynamic prompt generator, inspired by the input-dependent prompt tuning method [22],
that generates dynamic prompts for a small number of potentially relevant relations at inference
time based on the actual input sentences, rather than relying on the same static prompt for all
inputs. When confronted with complex sentences, the more relation types to recognize, the more
noise it suffers from, the more difficult it is for LLM to understand to what extent a complex
sentence contains certain relations. As our dynamic prompt reduces the number of relation types
to recognize and mitigate noise interference, it improves the extraction accuracy of API relations.
In this paper, we propose a API Entity-Relation Joint Extraction framework, called AERJE. It

consists of a dynamic prompt generator and a joint entity-relation extractor. The kernel of the
prompt generator is a BERT-based text classifier that is used to classify the input text. Each class
represents an API relation and the prompt generator generates dynamic prompts based on the
top-N possible API relations. The generated dynamic prompt and the input sentence are fed into
the joint entity-relation extractor to extract the API entities and relations contained in the text. In
our current implementation, the joint entity-relation extractor is Transformer-base LLM (T5). The
prompt generator and the entity-relation extractor are fine-tuned in an end-to-end manner.
No model, to the best of our knowledge, can simultaneously extract both API entities and

relations. AERJE, on the other hand, achieves an F1 score of 96.51% for API entity extraction, which
is approximately 6% higher than the state-of-the-art API entity recognition model ARCLIN [13]
and 7% higher than APIReal [2], and an F1 score of 81.20% for API relation extraction. Then, we
evaluate the impact of intrinsic factors (two data augmentation strategies and the number of API
relations in the dynamic prompts) on performance. Our experiments find that data augmentation
helps to improve AERJE’s discriminative capability for API entities and relations, and the dynamic
prompts with four API relations can significantly improve AERJE’s extraction accuracy. Finally,
we assess AERJE’s generalization and ability to extract API entities and relations in low-resource
scenarios (i.e., less than 0.8% fine-tuning data) and find that, even under low resource conditions,
our AERJE still has strong extraction ability, outperforming APIReal [2] and ARCLIN [13].

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Conceptually, we are the first to formulate heterogeneous API extraction and API relation
extraction tasks as a uniform sequence-to-sequence generation task, and propose AERJE, an
API entity-relation joint extraction framework based on pre-trained LLMs.
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In fact, collections.sort() has
already been migrated to

list.sort().

You better using getint()
instead of get().

You can use
double.parsedouble() to

convert a string to a double.

Input Sentences

Bert Dynamic
prompt

 

 

    (
        ( API: getint()
            ( function replace: get() )
        )
        ( API: get() )
    )

    (
        ( API: collection.sort() )
        ( API: list.sort() )
    )

[spot] API [asso] function replace [asso] efficiency comparison [asso] type conversion 
[text] You better using getint() instead of get().

[spot] API [asso] function similarity [asso] logic constraint [asso] type conversion 
[text] In fact, collections.sort() has already been migrated to list.sort().

[spot] API [asso] logic constraint [asso] type conversion [asso] function similarity 
[text] You can use double.parsedouble() to convert a string to a double. 

Joint Entity-Relation Extractor

Linear
P(Relation)

top-3 Relations
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b
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    (
        ( API: string
            ( type conversion: double )
        )
        ( API: double )
        ( API: double.parsedouble() )
    )

Structured Extraction Language

......

......

......

Fig. 1. Overall Framework of AERJE. The Dynamic prompt’s bold font represents the semantic relation to be
extracted from the input sentence. II.b lacks a bold font because I.b contains no semantic relation.

• We devise two data augmentation strategies in order to obtain more ambiguous but correctly
labeled sentences. Learning such sentences enables AERJE to be more discriminative for API
entities and relations.

• Unlike the single task model, we build a multi-task architecture that encodes the structures
of entity and relation extraction into a unified structure language for extracting API entities
and relations simultaneously.

• Instead of using a single static prompt with all types of API relations for all sentences, we
design a dynamic prompt based on relation classification, which reduces the number of
relation types to recognize, eliminates noise interference, and lowers the difficulty of relation
extraction.

• We systematically evaluate the AERJE’s intrinsic factors, performance, generalization, and
few-shot learning capabilities. It is the first approach to extract API entities and relations
simultaneously, and it achieves superior performance than independent API extraction and
API relation extraction. Our data package can be found here2, the code will be released after
the paper is accepted.

2 APPROACH
We formulate heterogeneous API extraction and API relation extraction tasks as a uniform sequence-
to-sequence generation task, and propose a novel model AERJE to accomplish it. As shown in
Fig. 1, AERJE consists of a dynamic prompt generator and a joint entity-relation extractor. The
dynamic prompt generator generates dynamic prompts based on the input texts (one at a time).
The input text is then appended to the prompt to form a whole input that is fed into the joint
entity-relation extractor, which generates a structured extraction language sequence with API
entities and relations.

2.1 Dynamic Prompt Generator
This section describes how to build a prompt that unifies heterogeneous API extraction and API
relation extraction tasks, followed by a discussion of how to design dynamic prompt to improve
AERJE’s API relation extraction performance.

2.1.1 Prompt Construction for Multi-tasking. In order to extract both API entities and API relations
from an input text, the prompt consists of API entity type, API relation type, and the input text,
which are labeled by [spot], [asso] and [text], respectively. For example, “[spot] API [asso] function
2https://anonymous.4open.science/r/AERJE-6DBF/README.md
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replace [asso] efficiency comparison [text] You better using getint() instead of get()” represents
an API entity type “API”, two relation types “function replace” and “efficiency comparison”, and
an input text “You better using getint() instead of get()”. In this work, we consider a generic API
entity type “API” and seven relation types defined in [1], including “function similarity”, “behavior
difference”, “logic constraint”, “type conversion”, “function collaboration”, “efficiency comparison”,
“function replace”. Note that more fine-grained API entity types can be used, such as “class”,
“method”, “field” [23], but we leave it as our future work.

2.1.2 Dynamic Prompt Generation. As stated in Section 1, the more relation types there are, the
harder it is for T5 to determine which types of relation the API entities in the input text belong to,
especially when the sentence is long and ambiguous. If we adopt the static prompt that includes
all seven relation types, the relation extraction performance of the model will decrease (cf. RQ3).
As a result, we design a dynamic prompt generation method to make the content of the prompt
more accurate and instructive for the complex input text. The dynamic prompts, as shown in II.a of
Fig.1, contain only the top-N relations and provide better guidance to the subsequent T5-supported
joint entity-relation extractor. Here, the prompt generator is implemented as a text classifier which
predicts the API relations present in the input text. We use a BERT-based classifier because the
pre-training task (i.e., Next Sentence Prediction) of BERT [24] is consistent with our task, both
of which are classification tasks. Given a sentence containing API entities (see I.a of Fig. 1), the
BERT-based classifier outputs the probability that the sentence belongs to each semantic relation;
the top-3 relations are then chosen as candidate relations. Finally, entity type, candidate relations,
and input sentence are connected by labels (i.e., [spot], [asso], [text]) to generate the dynamic
prompt (see II.a of Fig. 1).

Note that the BERT-based classifier in our current implementation aims to narrow the scope and
provide candidate relations, and it cannot replace the API relations extractor. When the candidate
relations classified by the classifier do not fit these entities in the sentence, the extractor does not
force a relation to be selected from the incorrect candidate relations, but instead assumes that no
relation exists between these entities. For example, given a sentence with no relations between API
entities (see I.b of Fig.1), the dynamic prompt generator generates a dynamic prompt (see II.b of
Fig.1). Based on such a dynamic prompt, the subsequent extractor will not extract relations from
the sentence as none of the candidate relation types is applicable to the input sentence.
To summarize, too many candidate relations may reduce the extractor’s ability to recognize

them, while too few candidate relations may cause the extractor to miss the correct relations. As a
result, we should investigate the appropriate number of candidate relations (cf. RQ3).

2.2 API Joint Entity-Relation Extractor
We adopt a structured extraction language (SEL) [20] to encode the structures of entity extraction
and relation extraction into a unified representation, so that heterogeneous API extraction and
API relation extraction tasks can be modeled uniformly within a sequence-to-sequence generation
framework. The first sequence refers to the dynamic prompt, while the second sequence refers to
the SEL sequence.

2.2.1 Structured Extraction Language. SEL sequence is proposed to encode different information
extraction structures via the hierarchical spotting-associating structure. Fig. 2.a shows its universal
format. “Spot Name: Info Span” denotes various entity type and the object of a specific entity type;
“Asso Name: Info Span” denotes various relation types and the associated object of a specific relation
type. Fig. 2.b shows the concrete SEL sequence in our work. “API: getint()” represents that “getint()”
is an API entity; “function replace: get()” represents that the relation between “getint()” and “get()”
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    ( 
       ( Spot Name:  Info Span 
        （ Asso Name:  Info Span ) 
       ) 
      (  Spot Name: Info Span ) 
    ) 

    ( 
       ( API:  getint() 
        （ function replace:  get() ) 
       ) 
       ( API: get() ) 
    ) 

a

b

Fig. 2. Specialization of Universal Structured Extraction Language.

is “function replace”. From this concrete SEL sequence, we can extract API entities and relations
simultaneously as it unifies the structure of API entities and relations.

2.2.2 SEL Sequence Generation. We implement our API joint entity-relation extractor as the
sequence-to-sequence generation framework:[

𝑦1, . . . , 𝑦 |𝑦 |
]
= JE(

[
𝑝1, . . . , 𝑝 |𝑝 |

]
) (1)

where JE is a Transformer-based LLM,
[
𝑝1, . . . , 𝑝 |𝑝 |

]
is the dynamic prompt,

[
𝑦1, . . . , 𝑦 |𝑦 |

]
is the

linearized SEL sequence that contains the API entities and relations to be extracted. In this frame-
work, we feed the dynamic prompt into the LLM (as shown in Fig. 1.II), and the LLM generates the
SEL sequence (as shown in Fig. 1.III), from which we can obtain API entities and relations. The
dynamic prompt to the JE can also be written in the format described in Section 2.1.1:[

𝑝1, . . . , 𝑝 |𝑝 |
]
=[[ spot ], . . . [ spot ] . . . ,
[ asso ], . . . , [ asso ] . . . ,
[ text ], 𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥 |𝑥 |

] (2)

where 𝑥 =
[
𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥 |𝑥 |

]
denotes the input text.

To better illustrate the framework’s internal mechanics, an encoder-decoder-style architecture is
introduced. Given the dynamic prompt 𝑝 , JE computes the hidden representation H =

[
p1, . . . , p |𝑝 |

]
of each token:

H = Encoder
(
𝑝1, . . . , 𝑝 |𝑝 |

)
(3)

where Encoder(·) is a Transformer encoder. Then JE decodes the prompt into a SEL sequence in an
auto-regressive style. At the step 𝑖 of decoding, JE generates the 𝑖-th token 𝑦𝑖 in the SEL sequence
and the decoder state h𝑑𝑖 as following:

𝑦𝑖 , h𝑑𝑖 = Decoder
( [
H; h𝑑1 , . . . , h

𝑑
𝑖−1

] )
(4)

Decoder(·) is a Transformer decoder that predicts the conditional probability 𝑝 (𝑦𝑖 | 𝑦 <𝑖 , 𝑝) of
token 𝑦𝑖 until the end symbol <eos> is output.

2.3 Model Training
This section describes data collection and augmentation, model training, which includes training a
BERT-based classifier and fine-tuning a Transformer-based LLM.
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2.3.1 Data Collection. Given that the relation types we consider are all from a knowledge graph
of Java APIs [1], we randomly chose 5,000 Java-tagged posts from the Stack Overflow data dump 3.
Each post is accompanied by its answers and post tags (such as “java”, “arrays”, “java.lang”). We
choose the most voted answers from the posts to ensure the quality of the training data, but we
exclude code snippets and all HTML tags because the focus of our study is informal text. All the
answers are then splitted into sentences using spaCy 4, yielding 28,140 sentences. Every sentence is
accompanied by multiple category tags from the post to which it belongs. Then, for each sentence,
we parse it into tokens using the software-specific tokenizer [12] which preserves the integrity of
an API mention. iterator.remove(), for example, is treated as a single token. Finally, we crawl all
APIs in JDK 1.8 5, and use these APIs to filter out the sentences containing API entities, as inspired
by a previous study [13], based on the following criteria:

• Because of the large number of morphological ambiguities, a token may be an API entity if it
partially matches any of the crawled APIs (e.g., remove() and java.util.Iterator.remove()).

• Since API mentions usually end with “()”, the token is treated as an API entity if it contains
“()”.

• APImentions typically include “.” to indicate a function call (e.g., iterator.remove(), or l.remove());
thus, if token contains “.”, we consider it to be an API entity .

After filtering, we obtain 9,111 sentences that may contain API entities. However, this is rough
sentence filtering. In order to do accurate sentence filtering, We invite 12 master students (all
with more than five years Java experience) to examine the API entities and annotate the semantic
relations between APIs in order to further verify whether these sentences contain API entities and
the seven types of API relations we aim to extract. We train the annotators prior to annotation to
ensure that they can recognize these API relations in the text. After training, the annotators were
divided into six groups, with two students from each group annotating the same content. After the
annotation, we assign two authors to deal with the annotation results’ conflicts, and the Cohen’s
Kappa [25] coefficient is 0.859 (i.e., almost perfect agreement). As a result, we get a total of 2917
sentences, with 2471 containing only entities and 446 containing both entities and relations.

2.3.2 Data Augmentation. To improve the AERJE’s ability to recognize API entities and relations
from long and ambiguous sentences, we devise two data augmentation strategies to obtain more
ambiguous sentences for model training.

Morphology based Mutation. Inspired by [13], we change the form of each API entity in the
sentence. Specifically, we replace the API entity itself with the final piece of its fully qualified name.
For example, iterator.remove() is replaced with remove() or remove.
Verb based Mutation.We use spaCy to locate the verbs on which each API entity relies, and

then replace those verbs with synonyms, as Liu et al. [26] do to obtain similar question titles. As
shown in the seventh sentence of Table 1, we replace “read” with “load”. However, because spaCy
may not obtain the correct API entity, we must identify the dependency between the API entity’s
subtoken and the verb to ensure the mutation quality. For example, there is a dependency between
“nextline” and “read”, so we can reliably mutate “read” with synonyms.

Our data augmentation strategy does not include sentence pattern mutation [26], which uses
different sentence patterns to present the same API relation between the same API entities. Unlike
the morphology-based and verb-based mutation, this mutation is not reliable in software text
which demands stricter semantics than general text. The sentence pattern mutation could result in
sentence structure reconstruction, which would likely change the sentence semantics, contaminate
3Retrieved June 6, 2022 from https://archive.org/download/stackexchange/
4https://spacy.io
5https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api
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the training data, and compromise AERJE training. For example, the original sentence “StringBuffer
is synchronized, StringBuilder is not” may be mutated into “StringBuffer and StringBuilder differ in
synchronized”. The original sentence indicates that StringBuffer is synchronized and StringBuilder
is asynchronous, but the mutated sentence does not specify who is synchronous or asynchronous.

We obtain 2,334 sentences as the initial training set and 583 sentences as the initial test set in an
8:2 ratio from the 2,917 sentences collected. The number of sentences after applying the two data
augmentation strategies to the initial training and test sets is 10,678 and 2,686, referred to as the
final training set and the final test set, respectively. This final training set is used to fine-tune the
LLM-based extractor, and the final test set is used to test the fine-tuned extractor. Here, we split
the sentences into training and testing sets and then mutated them. This ensures that the sentence
before and after the mutation is in the same set, preventing the leaking of training data into the test
set (e.g., one sentence in the training set and its mutation in the test set). Furthermore, we obtain
1,639 sentences with both entities and relations as the classifier training set from the final training
set. Similarly, we obtain 387 sentences with both entities and relations as the classifier test set from
the final test set.

2.3.3 BERT-based Relation Classifier Training. We choose BERT [24] as a relation classifier because
its pre-training task (i.e., Next Sentence Prediction) is consistent with our task, both of which are
classification tasks. However, the implementation of relation classifier is not limited to BERT, we
can also use TextCNN [27] and FastText [28]. In our current implementation, we use the BERT-base
classifier to classify each input sentence into N relation types. Based on the N relation types,
dynamic prompt generator generates the corresponding dynamic prompt.

A mask language model (BERT) [24] and a linear layer comprise the classifier. Due to the seven
API relation types, the linear layer’s output dimension is set to 7. We obtain the latent vector from
the CLS token when we enter the sentence into BERT. The latent vector obtained from the CLS token
characterizes the sentence features better than other positions, resulting in better classification
performance. The latent vector is then fed into the linear layer, which produces a vector with seven
dimensions, each corresponding to a relation type. Finally, the classifier is trained on the classifier
training set. In back propagation, we use the cross-loss entropy to calculate the classifier’s loss and
adjust the BERT and linear layer parameters. The loss function is formulated as follows, where
𝑧 = [𝑧0, . . . , 𝑧𝐶−1] represents the linear layer’s output result, and C represents the sentence’s label.

Loss(𝑧, 𝑐) = −𝑧 [𝑐] + log

(
𝐶−1∑︁
𝑗=0

exp(𝑧 [ 𝑗])
)

(5)

2.3.4 LLM-based Extractor Fine-tuning. We use the pre-trained T5-v1.1-large model [21] as the
LLM in our current implementation because T5’s training objective aligns perfectly with our
formulation of the API entity and relation extraction task as a sequence to sequence generation
task. Furthermore, studies [29, 30] confirm that T5 is capable of capturing rich text information and
demonstrate its effectiveness in a variety of downstream NLP tasks. Our approach is not limited to
T5, but can use any Transformer-based LLM.

In order to fine-tune T5, we convert each labeled sentence in the final training set into a SEL
sequence (y), then feed it into the dynamic prompt generator to obtain its dynamic prompt (p), and
finally construct the labeled corpus: De = {(𝑝,𝑦)}. On the labeled corpus, we fine-tune T5 for 50
epoch with batch size 10 using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-4, linear scheduling
with a warming up proportion of 6%, and the teacher-forcing cross-entropy loss:

LFT =
∑︁

(𝑝,𝑦) ∈De

− log 𝑃 (𝑦 | 𝑝;\𝑒 , \𝑑 ) (6)
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where \𝑒 and \𝑑 are the parameter of encoder and decoder, respectively.
3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This section starts with five questions about AERJE’s performance, followed by a description of the
experimental setup, which includes the dataset, baseline, and evaluation metrics.

3.1 Rearch question
• RQ1: Effectiveness of Data Augmentation
• RQ2: Optimal Num. of Relation Types for Dynamic Prompt
• RQ3: Joint Extraction Performance of AERJE
• RQ4: Generalization Ability of AERJE
• RQ5: AERJE’s Performance in Low-Resource Scenario

3.2 Dataset
As described in section 2.3.2, there are three groups of data sets. The first group refers to the
sentences collected initially, some of which contain only entities and others contain both entities
and relations.

• The initial training set consists 2,334 sentences, of which 362 contain both entities and
relations.

• The initial test set consists 583 sentences, of which 84 contain both entities and relations.
The second group refers to the sentences after applying the two data augmentation strategies,

some of which contain only entities and others contain both entities and relations.
• The final training set with a total of 10,678 sentences, 1639 of which contain both entities
and relations.

• The final test set with a total of 2,686 sentences,387 of which contain both entities and
relations.

The third group refers to the sentences containing both entities and relations in the final training
and testing sets.

• The classifier training set with a total of 1,639 sentences.
• The classifier test set with a total of 387 sentences.

3.3 Baselines
Our AERJE is capable of API entity-relation joint extraction. However, to the best of our knowledge,
no previous work has focused on extracting both API entities and relations from unstructured texts
at the same time. As a result, we can only compare AERJE with the existing work in the respective
fields of API entity extraction and API relation extraction.
For API entity extraction, there are rule-based methods (such as regular Expressions [7, 8]),

heuristic rule matching methods [1, 6, 11], and sequence-labeling based methods (such as AR-
CLIN [13] using BI-LSTM as encoder and CRF as decoder, APIReal [2] using only CRF). Since the
performance of the first two classes of methods is not as good as that of the last class of methods [13],
we choose ARCLIN, APIReal as baselines. We obtain them source code from Github 6 7, and label
the API entities and non-entities in the sentences with the “BIO” tag (i.e., “B”: the beginning of
API entity segment, “I”: the inside of API entity segment, “O”: non-entity). Then we create pairs
of original sentences and labeled sentences to train these two baselines. Finally, we the trained
models on the final test set, from which we obtain API entities based on the “BIO” tag.
6https://github.com/YintongHuo/ARCLIN
7https://github.com/baolingfeng/APIExing
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For API relation extraction, there are only rule matching methods that rely on API syntax [6],
special-tag annotated relations [14], or some ad-hoc relation phrases [1]. It is very difficult to
re-implement these methods due to the rule-design overhead. Furthermore, it is impractical to apply
these methods as we assume plain texts without any special annotations. Instead, we implement a
variant 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝑃𝐺 (𝐷𝑃𝐺 means the dynamic prompt generator), which uses a static prompt
with all 7 relation types to evaluate the performance of the full-version of AERJE.

In addition, we also implement two other variants of AERJE as our baseline. One is 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 ,
which separate API entity and relation extraction into two independent tasks. For API entity
extraction, the prompt contains only “[spot] API”. For API relation extraction, the prompt contains
only “[asso] relation type”. 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 still uses dynamic prompt in relation extraction. After
relation extraction, we merge the extracted entities and relations as the final results of 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 .
e.g., the extracted entities getint(), get() and relation function replace are merged as (API: getint()
(function replace: get())). We compare 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 with AERJE to understand the effectiveness of
joint entity-relation extraction. Meanwhile, the entity extraction results of𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 is equivalent
to fine-tuning pre-trained model for entity extraction, and its final results is equivalent to fine-
tuning pre-trained model for relation extraction. Therefore, 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 also reflects the capability
of fine-tuning pre-trained model for entity and relation extraction separately. Another variant is
𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 , which replace T5-v.1.1-large in AERJE with a smaller model backbone, i.e., T5-v1.1-base.
We use it to explore the impact of large pre-trained language models on AERJE performance.
All variants use the same hyper-parameters as AERJE and remain constant across experimental
scenarios. Note that SEL used in AERJE has been demonstrated to be effective in the extraction
task [20]. As such, we do not to verify the effectiveness of SEL in AERJE.

3.4 Evaluation Metrics
We use Precision, Recall, and F1 score as metrics to evaluate the performance of AERJE and baseline
models on our test set. Precision means what percentage of API entities and relations extracted
are correct, recall means what percentage of the real API entities and relations are extracted, and
F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. It is important to note that the relation
is only correct if the relation type and corresponding entities are both correct. In context of our
work, we are not concerned with the top-N relation classification accuracy. As long as the top-N
includes relevant relation types, the extractor does not care about the order of these relation types.
Furthermore, a sentence may have 2 or more relations, which renders the top-1 accuracy irrelevant.
Finally, as the extractor has the capability of ruling out irrelevant relation types in the prompt, it is
also not necessary to evaluate the classification precision and recall at N.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section delves into five research questions to evaluate and discuss the AERJE’s performance.

4.1 RQ1: Effectiveness of Data Augmentation
4.1.1 Motivation. To reduce manual labeling effort and improve model training, we devise two data
augmentation strategies. We want to investigate if ambiguous but correctly annotated sentences
obtained through two data augmentation strategies could improve AERJE’s discriminative capability
for extracting API entities and relations, in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of two data
augmentation strategies.

4.1.2 Methodology. We set up two scenarios 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝐴 and 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤𝐷𝐴 (𝐷𝐴 means the data
augmentation). 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝐴 is trained on the initial training set, while 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤𝐷𝐴 is trained on
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Table 2. Impact of data augmentation strategy on AERJE

Strategy Entity Relation
P R F1 P R F1

𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤𝐷𝐴 97.57 95.48 96.51 86.54 76.48 81.20
𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝐴 95.11 92.19 93.63 77.71 75.66 76.67

the final training set. Both 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝐴 and 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤𝐷𝐴are tested on the same final test set. This
setting allows us to compare the effectiveness of data augmentation.

4.1.3 Result. Table 2 shows the experimental results. In terms of API entity extraction, 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤𝐷𝐴

has precision, recall, and F1-scores of 97.57%, 95.48%, and 96.51%, while 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝐴 has precision,
recall, and F1-scores of 95.11%, 92.19%, and 93.63%. 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤𝐷𝐴’s precision, recall, and F1-score are
all higher than 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝐴’s, with 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤𝐷𝐴’s recall and F1-score being about 3% higher.

In terms of API relation extraction,𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤𝐷𝐴 has precision, recall, and F1-score of 86.54%, 76.48%,
and 81.20%, while 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝐴 has precision, recall, and F1-score of 77.71%, 75.66%, and 76.67%.
𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤𝐷𝐴’s precision, recall, and F1-score are all higher than 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝐴’s. The precision of
𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤𝐷𝐴 is 8.83% higher than that of𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝐴, and the F1-score of𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤𝐷𝐴 is 4.53% higher
than that of 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝐴. This demonstrates that fine-tuning 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤𝐷𝐴 using a large number
of ambiguous sentences with API relations benefits 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤𝐷𝐴 to distinguish between relations
and non-relations, as well as between correct and incorrect relations. In contrast, 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝐴 has
not been fine-tuned on ambiguous sentences and thus does not perform as well as 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤𝐷𝐴. For
example, an ambiguous sentence “you want to read up on processbuilder to launch the exe file
and then waitfor() to wait until the process is complete”. 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤𝐷𝐴 correctly extracts two API
entities, ProcBuilder and waitfor(), as well as the “logic constraint” relation between them, from the
sentence. In contrast, 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝐴 only extracts one API waitfor() from the sentence. This shows
AERJE’s capability to extract API entities and relations from ambiguous sentences can be improved
by fine-tuning with the augmentated data.

AERJE’s discriminative capability for API entities and relations can be improved by fine-tuning
it with ambiguous but correctly labeled sentences obtained through the data augmentation
strategies.

4.2 RQ2: Optimal Num. of Relation Types for Dynamic Prompt
4.2.1 Motivation. As described in section 2.1.2, given an input sentence, the dynamic prompt
generator employs the BERT-based classifier to predict a set of candidate relation types, which are
then included in the dynamic prompt to guide the subsequent joint entity-relation extractor. In this
RQ, we would like to investigate how many candidate relation types (i.e., top-N classifier results)
can provide the most effective guidance to the extractor.

4.2.2 Methodology. We exhaust all cases of N values (from 1 to 6) in the dynamic prompt generator,
then fine-tune AERJE on the same final training set and test it on the same final test set to select the
most appropriate N value based on experimental results. We do not test N=7 because it is essentially
the static prompt with all seven relation types (i.e., 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝑃𝐺 studied in RQ3).

4.2.3 Result. As shown in Table 3, changing the N value has small effect on entity extraction
because N represents the number of relation types in the dynamic prompt which does not directly
affect entity extraction. At N=3, AERJE achieves the marginally best F1-score 96.51% for API entity
extraction.
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Table 3. Model results for different values of N

top-N Entity Relation
P R F1 P R F1

1 96.88 94.23 95.54 75.92 71.92 73.87
2 97.04 95.18 96.10 77.75 73.80 75.72
3 97.57 95.48 96.51 86.54 76.48 81.20
4 97.84 94.39 96.08 83.51 73.22 78.03
5 96.72 94.39 95.54 77.90 73.30 75.53
6 96.44 94.75 95.59 75.35 72.61 73.95

For relation extraction, changing the N value has larger effect on both precision and recall. As
N increases, both precision and recall improve until N=3. When N=3, the precision, recall and
F1-score of AERJE reaches the highest 86.54%, 76.48% and 81.20%, respectively. This means that
the correct API relation type is most likely covered in the top-3 candidate relations predicted
by the classifier. When N is less than 3, however, the F1-score of AERJE in relation extraction
decreases because the top-N candidate relations may miss the correct relation type. Here is an
example: “A TreeMap has the same limitation (as does a HashMap, which also breaks when the
hashcode of its elements changes after insertion)”. When N=2, classifier predicts two relations
between TreeMap and Hashmap, including “behavior difference” and “logic constraint” , but ignores
the “function similarity” relation. This ignored relation is at the third relation predicted by the
classifier. However, when N is greater than 3, the F1-score of AERJE in relation extraction decreases
because the dynamic prompt may contain some incorrect relation types, which may mislead the
extractor. This misleading effect has bigger impact on precision than on recall.

The optimal number of relation types for dynamic prompt should be set to 3. This not only
ensures that the majority of the correct relation types appear in the dynamic prompts, but it
also prevents the dynamic prompts from containing too many noise relation types which may
make the model sacrifice precision for recall.

4.3 RQ3: Joint Extraction Performance of AERJE
4.3.1 Motivation. We would like to evaluate AERJE’s performance in API entity and relation joint
extraction, compared with the state-of-the-art methods for API entity extraction and API relation
extraction. Note that only our AERJE can achieve joint API entity and relation extraction.

4.3.2 Methodology. AERJE is compared to APIReal and ARCLIN for API entity extraction, and
three variant models (i.e., 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝑃𝐺 , 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 , and 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ) for both API entity and
relation extraction. Note that the entity and relation extraction results by 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 represents
the capability of fine-tuning the pre-trained model for the two tasks separately. All models are
trained and tested on the same final training and test sets. Details on configuration can be found in
Section 3.3.

4.3.3 Result. Table 4 shows the evaluation result of AERJE and five baselines on final test sets. We
see that AERJE’s F1-score is higher 7.5% than APIReal’s F1-score and 5.7% than ARCLIN’s F1-score
on API entity extraction. Compared with the three variant models, AERJE’s F1-score for API entity
extraction is only slightly lower (0.18%) than the best performer (i.e., 96.69% by 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 ), but
AERJE’s F1-score for relation extraction is 6.83% higher than that of the second best performer
(74.37% by 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 ).
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Table 4. Comparison of Overall Performance

Model Entity Relation
P R F1 P R F1

APIReal 89.13 88.90 89.01 - - -
ARCLIN 94.76 87.17 90.81 - - -
AERJE 97.57 95.48 96.51 86.54 76.48 81.20

𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 98.03 95.38 96.69 82.83 67.47 74.37
𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝑃𝐺 97.52 95.78 96.64 75.38 70.62 72.92
𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 96.39 95.15 95.77 75.97 70.28 73.01

For APIReal and ARCLIN performance on API entity extraction, both AERJE and it variant
models outperform them largely. This superior performance is due to the backbone large pre-
trained language models (T5) in AERJE. During the pre-training, T5 learns linguistic and semantic
knowledge in text and has powerful abilities in word and sentence representations. Through fine-
tuning, the semantic knowledge packed in the T5 can be transferred to the downstream tasks and
benefit API entity extraction.
The amount of knowledge in the T5 also affects the AERJE’s performance on API entity and

relation extraction. Compared with AERJE, the F1-score of𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 is reduced by 0.74% and 8.19%
in API entity extraction and API relation extraction, respectively. The decrease of 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ’s F1
score on API entity extraction is very small compared with the decrease on API relation extraction.
It is because the number of sentences containing API entities in the final training set is 6 times
more than the number of sentences containing both API entity and relation (i.e., 10,678 vs 1,639).
Sufficient fine-tuning data for API entity extraction allows the basic T5 model to achieve the
equivalent performance on API entity extraction as the large T5. In contrast, the relation extraction
is more complex than the entity extraction, and the amount of fine-tuning data is smaller. In such
case, the basic T5 cannot compete with the large T5.

For 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 and AERJE, they achieve almost the same entity extraction performance. How-
ever, in terms of API relation extraction, AERJE’s F1-score (81.20%), precision (86.54%) and recall
(76.48%) are much higher than𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 ’s F1-score (74.37%), precision (82.83%) and recall (67.47%),
respectively. This suggests that fine-tuning pre-trained model for API entity extraction individually
or jointly with API relation extraction does not affect the quality of API entity extraction. But
joint entity and relation extraction is much more effective for the relation extraction task than
fine-tuning the model just for the relation extraction.

For 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝑃𝐺 and AERJE, they also achieve almost the same entity extraction performance.
This is due to the fact that dynamic prompt only affects the relation type, not the entity type. In
terms of API relation extraction, AERJE’s precision (86.54%), recall (76.48%) and F1-score (81.20%) are
higher than 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝑃𝐺 ’s precision (75.38%), recall (70.62%) and F1-score (72.92%), respectively.
This is because 𝐴𝐸𝑅𝐽𝐸𝑤/𝑜𝐷𝑃𝐺 uses the same static prompt that includes all seven relation types
for all input sentences. The more types of relations there are in the prompt, the more noise the
prompt is, and the more difficult it is for AERJE to identify and extract the correct relations in the
input sentence. In contrast, AERJE’s use of dynamic prompt reduces the number of relation types
to recognize, improving its ability to extract API relations.

Standing on the shoulder of large pre-trained languagemodel (T5), AERJE outperforms traditional
sequence labeling models for API entity extraction. Dynamic prompt has no impact on API
entity extraction, but can largely boost the performance of API relation extraction. Fine-tuning
the pre-trained model jointly is much more effective than fine-tuning the model just for one
task, which makes joint entity-relation extraction more accurate on both tasks than separate
entity and relation extraction.
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4.4 RQ4: Generalization Ability of AERJE
4.4.1 Motivation. Each API comes with its own API package, which often have different forms.
Furthermore, as APIs from different packages support diverse functionalities, the texts in which
they appear may be different in content and linguistic properties. It is impossible for AERJE to see
all API packages during fine-tuning. In this RQ, we want to investigate if AERJE can recognize
APIs and their relations from the API packages that it does not see during fine-tuning.

4.4.2 Methodology. In order to collect as much data from different packages as possible, we
combine the final training set and the final test set into a new data set with a total of 13,364
sentences. Every sentence, as stated in Section 2.3.1, is accompanied by multiple post tags, some of
which show the relationship between the sentence and the API package. For example, the tag “io” is
associated with the package name “java.io”. Therefore, we filter out sentences with package names
by matching each tag of a sentence to any JDK 1.8 package name. Here is a partial match, which
means it matches a portion of the package name, for example, “swing” can match “javax.swing”.
And then we pool the package names that appear with the sentences and select the three package
names that appear the most frequently (i.e., javax.swing, java.io, and java.util). Finally, we gather
1651 sentences whose tags match these three package names.

To ensure the correctness of the sentences obtained through approximate match, we invite six
students (who have previously participated in annotation) and divide them into three groups to
annotate sentences from three different packages. Two students in each group annotate the same
sentences. They independently determine whether the API entities in each sentence are from the
specific package (i.e., java.io, java.util, javax.swing). Here is an example “you can use lines() method
in BufferedRead” for java.io package. The sentence is annotated as True, since the API entities
line() and BufferedRead only correspond to java.io. Instead, if any API entity in the sentence do
not belong to specific package, the sentence is annotated as False. Then we assign an author to
handle conflicts between the group members. Finally, we obtain 999 sentences that strictly matched
these packages names. Cohen’s Kappa [25] coefficient is 0.795 (i.e., substantial agreement). The
data details for each package are as follows:

• The java.io dataset has 235 sentences, 51 of which contain both entities and relations. 12 of
the 51 sentences are non-augmented sentences.

• The javax.swing dataset has 435 sentences, 76 of which contain both entities and relations.
14 of the 76 sentences are non-augmented sentences.

• The java.util dataset has 329 sentences, 68 of which contain both entities and relations. 18 of
the 68 sentences are non-augmented sentences.

Our AERJE and baseline models are all trained on one of the three datasets and tested on the
two others. As AERJE outperforms its variants. We don’t consider these variants here.

4.4.3 Result. Table 5 shows the results that reflect each model’s generalization ability. For API
entity extraction, AERJE’s F1-score achieves 95.05%, when trained on the java.util dataset, far
exceeding APIReal’s F1-score (61.27%) and ARCLIN’s F1-score (58.50%). We attribute this to the
underlying LLM on which AERJE is built. As Qiu et al. [17] show, LLM provides better model
initialization, which usually leads to better generalization performance on the target tasks. Similar
observations can be made for training the models on the java.io dataset and the javax.swing dataset.
Generally, ARCLIN and APIReal may perform well on either precision or recall, but not both and
thus poor F1-score. In contrast, AERJE is very stable with much better precision and recall and
with only small fluctuations in F1-scores across the experiments.

For API relation extraction, AERJE’s F1-score is 40.98%, 79.99% and 68.48% when trained on
the java.io, java.util and javax.swing datasets, respectively. In the across-package training-testing
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Table 5. Comparison of Generalization Ability

Model
java.io java.util javax.swing

Entity Relation Entity Relation Entity Relation
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

APIReal 85.02 36.97 51.53 - - - 98.11 44.54 61.27 - - - 98.99 25.62 40.70 - - -
ARCLIN 95.93 70.84 81.50 - - - 98.55 41.60 58.50 - - - 98.64 56.57 71.90 - - -
AERJE 92.00 89.35 90.66 45.87 37.03 40.98 95.17 94.93 95.05 78.68 81.35 79.99 93.89 89.91 91.86 96.92 52.94 68.48

Table 6. Experimental results in a low-resource scenario

Model
1-Shot 5-Shot 10-Shot

Entity Relation Entity Relation Entity Relation
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

APIReal 80.30 15.92 26.57 - - - 86.17 60.67 71.20 - - - 83.94 68.59 75.49 - - -
ARCLIN 55.07 62.38 58.50 - - - 74.64 72.91 73.76 - - - 83.58 75.52 79.34 - - -
AERJE 72.76 85.06 78.43 9.34 44.49 15.44 79.09 91.62 84.90 31.68 65.96 42.80 82.47 93.74 87.74 35.00 72.94 47.30

setting, the performance of AERJE degrades, compared with the non-across-package setting (see
Table 4). However, when trained on the java.util dataset, AERJE’s F1-score (79.99%) is only about
1% less than non-across-package setting (81.20%). This suggests that AERJE is capable of dealing
with the data drift across different packages. In addition, different across-package training-testing
settings also bring different results. When using java.util for training AERJE, its F1-score is about
39% higher than the F1-score of AERJE trained on java.io. First, due to java.io having fewer sentences
with relations than java.util (51 vs 68). Second, java.io data has fewer non-augmented sentences
with relations than java.util (12 vs 18), which makes java.io data less diverse than java.util.

Our AERJE has a strong generalization ability in face of the data drift across different API
packages. This ability comes from the generalization ability of the underlying LLM.

4.5 RQ5: AERJE’s Performance in Low-Resource Scenario
4.5.1 Motivation. Labor overhead means that the data available for training is limited. In this RQ,
we want to investigate how well AERJE perform when trained with the extremely small amount of
training data.

4.5.2 Methodology. We conduct a K-shot experiment, where K can be 1, 5, or 10. To begin the
K-shot experiment, we randomly select K sentences from the final training set for each relation
type. Then we choose K sentences at random from the final training set that contain only entities
but no relations. This yields a training set containing 8*k sentences. Finally, we train our AERJE
and baseline models on this training set and test them on the final test set. Note that, to avoid the
influence of random sampling, we repeat each K-shot experiment ten times with different samples.

4.5.3 Result. For API entity extraction, Table 6 shows the performance of each model in three
low-resource scenarios (i.e., 1-shot, 5-shot, and 10-shot) where AERJE significantly outperforms
APIReal and ARCLIN. Especially, in the 1-shot scenario, AERJE’s F1-score is 78.43%, which is
significantly higher than APIReal’s (26.57%) and ARCLIN’s (58.50%). Compared to APIReal and
ARCLIN, the LLM-based AERJE has a large amount of prior knowledge from the LLM pre-training.
As the fine-tuning shot increases, the accuracy of AERJE improves fast, especially on F1-score,
reaching the F1-score 84.90% at 5-shot and 87.74% at 10-shot.
For API relation extraction, in the 1-shot scenario, AERJE does not perform well, but it still

magically achieves the recall 44.49%. However, with only 4 more examples (at 5-shot), the F1-score
of AERJE significantly increases from below 16% at 1-shot to about 43% at 5-shot. This suggests
that the underlying LLM can quickly adapt to the API relation extraction task that it does not see
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during pre-training with only a few examples. In the few-shot setting, we see that precision is
much more difficult to improve than recall. It could be due to the ambiguities of relations, i.e. the
same type of relation can be expressed in very different forms (as shown in table 1), while different
types of relations may be expressed in the similar forms (e.g., “API1 be ADJ to API2” represents
function similarity or function opposite relation). With only a few examples of each type of relation,
it makes learning to distinguish between them more difficult. Furthermore, AERJE’s F1-score for
entity extraction is 78.43% at one-shot, while its F1-score for relation extraction is only 15.44%. The
primary cause for this is that the training set of one-shot contains almost all API entity ambiguity
types but only a few API relation ambiguity types. As a result, relation extraction is more difficult
than entity extraction.

AERJE can quickly adapt the underlying LLM to the API entity and relation extraction tasks with
only a small number of fine-tuning data. Prior knowledge in LLM enables this quick adaptation.
Relation extraction is much harder than entity extraction in the few-shot setting.

5 DISCUSSION
The major threat to internal validity is the manual labeling of training and testing datasets. Incorrect
human labels could harm modeling training and testing. To mitigate this threat, we invited two
students to annotate the same content and assigned an author to resolve disagreements in the
labeling results. However, even humans can’t always tell if a token references an API, especially
when it comes to common nouns that reference basic computing concepts, such as policy and time,
which can be either basic noun concepts or APIs (java.security.policy class, java.time package). We
take a conservative strategy, i.e., common nouns as API entities, unless both annotators agree.

The threat to external validity is three-fold. The first external threat is that we only collect data
on Stack Overflow. Although our model performed well on the SO data set, we intend further to
validate its generalization performance in the other data sources (e.g., Java Tutorial8, SitePoint9,
and Reddit10). The second external threat is that AERJE has only been tested on Java packages. We
chose Java because previous work [1, 6, 11] has demonstrated how difficult it is to extract these
API entities and relations from it. In the future, we plan to expand AERJE to other programming
languages (such as Python and C#). The third external threat stems from two AERJE components:
the BERT-based classifier and the T5-based extractor. There are numerous alternative models for
both components of the model. TextCNN [27] and FastText [28] can be used to build the classifier.
It is possible to use BART [31] and GPT-3 [32] to implement the extractor. In the future, we will
compare two AERJE components with alternative models to determine the best performing model.

6 RELATEDWORK
API entity and relation extraction is a fundamental work in software engineering. It is useful
in the construction of knowledge graphs; extracted structured API knowledge can help with
many software engineering tasks such as API linking [2, 3, 8, 33], API misuse detection [11], API
recommendation [4, 5], and API comparison [6]. This section describes the methods for extracting
API entities and relations from unstructured text.

Bacchelli [7, 34] and Dagenais [3] detect class and method mentions in developer emails, docu-
mentation and forum posts using regular expressions of distinct orthographic features. Ren [11],
Huang [1], and Liu [6] extract entities from SO posts using the HTML <code> tag. Bacchelli et
al. [10] extract coarse-grained structured code fragments from natural language text with island
8http://www.java2s.com
9https://www.sitepoint.com/
10https://www.reddit.com
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parsing. Huang [1], and Liu [6] extract semantic relations between entities based on syntactic
patterns. However, their API entity and relation extraction method from natural language text
relies on unique orthographic features of APIs, and suffer from the rule design overhead.

To mitigate the overhead of rule design, researchers extract API entities using machine learning
methods. Ye et al. [2] propose APIReal, which uses CRF to identify API entities. They label the
API entities and non-entities in the sentence with the “BIO” tag and form the pair of the labeled
sequence and the sequence. They then train CRF on these pairs, and use the trained CRF to label
the input text, from which they obtain API entities with the “BI” or “B” tag. Huo et al. [13], on
the other hand, propose ARCLIN, which uses BI-LSTM as encoder and CRF as decoder to identify
API entities, rather than just CRF. However, these methods suffer from data labeling overhead
because preparing a large number of high-quality training data for these sequence labeling models
is unrealistic.
To solve the two overhead issues mentioned above, researchers use LLM to extract entities. Li

et al. [35] use BERT and Yan et al. [36] use XLNet [37] to extract entities in the natural language
domain. These models, however, are limited to a single natural language processing task, i.e., the
entity extraction only. In order to realize joint extraction of multiple tasks, researchers propose LLM-
based unified architectural models, such as UIE [20] and OpenUE [38]. In particular, UIE proposes
SEL to encode different information extraction structures via the hierarchical spotting-associating
structure. Motivated by this, we consider adapting UIE to the joint API entity-relation extraction.
However, UIE is not good at dealing with complex sentences, particularly long and ambiguous
sentences containing API entities and various relations, because UIE has only one static prompt to
identify all types of API relations. As a result, when confronted with ambiguous sentences, the
more relation types to recognize, the more noise interference, and the lower the UIE recognition
rate. In contrast, we propose LLM-based AERJE, which extracts API entities and relations from
unstructured complex sentences at the same time. Different from UIE, our dynamic prompt design
could generate a small number of potentially relevant relations for input text to eliminate noise
interference and lessens the difficulty of API relation extraction.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we are the first to formulate heterogeneous API extraction and API relation extraction
task as a sequence-to-sequence task, and proposes AERJE to extract API entities and relations
from unstructured text simultaneously using pre-trained LLM and dynamic prompt learning. The
systematic evaluation of AERJE is conducted on a set of long and ambiguous sentences from Stack
Overflow. The experimental results show that AERJE’s ability to extract API entities and relations
can be activated with a small amount of data, allowing it to accurately identify API entities and
relations from complex text that the model has never seen during fine-tuning. In the future, we
will carry out the plans mentioned in the discussion and apply AERJE to any software engineering
task supported by API entity and relation extraction, such as API linking, API search, and API
recommendation.
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